The subject taken up in the article is the reporting obligations of companies trading their shares in the alternative trading system operated by the Warsaw Stock Exchange. The objective of the study, the results of which have been presented in this article, was the identification of the type of reporting obligations imposed by the Market Organiser on companies listed on NewConnect as well as the ascertainment of the most common irregularities in fulfilling these obligations and their regulatory consequences.
Introduction
NewConnect is one of the financial markets in the world which is based on an alternative trading system. The organiser and operator of the alternative trading system on NewConnect is the Warsaw Stock Exchange. First quotings on NewConnect were on 30 August 2007. At the end of 2014, 431 companies were listed on NewConnect. At present (as at the end of September 2016) NewConnect lists 407 companies, 9 of which are foreign companies (NewConnect Annual Market Statistics) .
The basic differences between alternative trading systems and regulated markets are simplified admission procedures and more liberal reporting requirements. NewConnect was developed for small and medium enterprises with a large growth potential that need capital for their development. The main purpose of the Warsaw Stock Exchange launching NewConnect was giving small and medium enterprises that found it difficult to obtain the right level of funding the chance to grow.
The reporting practices of companies listed on NewConnect were the subject of some previous studies (Dyczkowska, 2015; Białek-Jaworska and Drązikowska, 2015; Klimczak, 2015; Zawadzki, 2014) .
This article considers the reporting obligations of companies listed on NewConnect. The objective of the study, the results of which have been presented in this article, was the identification of the most important reporting obligations imposed by the Alternative System Organiser and ascertainment of the most commonly occurring irregularities in fulfilling these obligations and their regulatory consequences. The conducted analysis encompassed the reporting obligations of companies listed on this market but did not cover the extent and rules 5th International Conference on Accounting, Auditing, and Taxation (ICAAT 2016) of information documents prepared by companies requesting admission to trading in an alternative system.
Reporting obligations of NewConnect listed companies
In the first part of the study, an analysis of the rules and regulations applicable in the alternative trading system on NewConnect was conducted in order to define the scope of the information that must be provided by companies listed there.
The basic rules connected with the organisation of an alternative trading system have been set out in the Alternative Trading System Rules adopted by the Warsaw Stock Exchange Management Board.
According to the Alternative Trading System Rules (Current and Periodical Information in the Alternative Trading System on the NewConnect Market, 2016), issuers are required to submit two types of reports: current and periodic.
The current report must be submitted promptly after the occurrence of the event or circumstances that they are required to report.
Issuers are required to provide the following information in the form of a current report: -Changes to the amount or structure of the issuer's share capital registered by court, -Acquisition of shares in registered conditional capital, -Decision adopted by the issuer's management board concerning an increase of the issuer's share capital within the authorised share capital, -Change of rights attached to the issuer's financial instruments, -Redemption of the issuer's financial instruments, -Appointment, dismissal or resignation of a managing or supervisory person, -Issue of bonds or subscription warrants, -Conclusion of an agreement concerning performance of the tasks of Authorised Adviser, -Conclusion of an agreement on financial statement audit, -Fine or other disciplinary measures imposed on the issuer by the Alternative System Organiser or other supervision authority, -Submission of the application with the competitive supervision authority for approval of the relevant public information document.
Apart from these general rules concerning current reports, the Alternative Trading System Rules (Current and Periodical Information in the Alternative Trading System on the NewConnect Market, 2016) also list the specific information that must be disclosed in the form of a current report in case of: -Completion of subscription or sale related to introduction of the issuer's financial instruments to trading in the alternative system, -Planned or introduced amendment to the articles of association, -Adopting a resolution on dividend payment, -Adopting a resolution on an increase of the share capital, -Not applying by the issuer corporate governance rules mentioned in the document "Best Practices of NewConnect Listed Companies".
Apart from current reports, issuers are required to publish periodic reports, which include both quarterly and annual reports. A list of the minimum information requirements that must be included in these reports has been provided in Table 1 . 2) Information on the rules applied to the preparation of the report, including information on changes to the applied accounting policy; 3) Brief description of the most important achievements or failures of the issuer during the period of the report as well as a description of the most important factors and events, in particular atypical ones, which impact the achieved results; 4) If the issuer has published forecasts of financial results -a position on the probability of achievement of the published forecasts of results for the year in the light of the results presented in the quarterly report; 5) If the information document of the issuer contained the general description of planned activities and investments of the issuer following the introduction of the issuer's instruments to the alternative trading system -a description of the status of implementation of activities and investments of the issuer and the timetable of their implementation; 6) If the issuer took initiatives to develop its activities aimed to implement innovative solutions at the enterprise during the period of the report -information on such activities; 7) Description of the organisation of the group indicating consolidated entities; 8) If the issuer holds a group and does not prepare consolidated financial statementsreasons why such statements are not prepared; 9) Issuer's shareholding structure including specification of shareholders holding at least 5% of votes at the general meeting at the date of the report; 10) Information on the number of persons employed by the issuer.
Annual report 1) Letter of the issuer's management board or managing person with a brief description of the most important achievements or failures of the issuer during the financial year, and the prospects for development of the issuer's activities for the next financial year, and addressees of the annual report; 2) Selected financial information containing basic items of the annual financial statements (converted into euros); 3) Audited annual financial statements; 4) Report on the issuer's activities; 5) The issuer's management board's or managing person's declaration that, according to their best knowledge, annual financial statements and comparable data were prepared in accordance with regulations applicable to the issuer or internationally accepted standards and that they present a true and fair view of the issuer's property and financial situation and its financial result and that the report on the issuer's activities presents a fair view of the issuer's situation, including a description of basic exposures and risks; 6) The issuer's management board's or managing person's declaration that the entity authorised to audit financial statements which audited annual financial statements was selected in accordance with legal regulations; 7) Opinion and report on the audit of the annual financial statements of an entity authorised to audit financial statements; -Information about the issuer's application of corporate governance rules, mentioned in the document "Best Practices of NewConnect Listed Companies". The quarterly report shall be provided not later than within 45 days of the end of the quarter of the financial year it concerns. The annual report shall be provided not later than within five months after the balance sheet date of the annual financial statements and not later than the day for which the ordinary general meeting of the issuer is convened to approve the annual financial statements presented in the annual report ( 
Breaches of reporting regulations on NewConnect
The subject of interest on the next stage of research were the irregularities that relate to the fulfilment by listed NewConnect companies of the reporting rules specified in the regulations. The author's earlier research showed that breaches of information requirements are one of the most frequently encountered violations of the rules (Klimczak, 2015) .
Among all the breaches of the rules, the following appear: -Provision of misleading and factually inaccurate information in the information document prepared in connection with the company being listed on the alternative trading system, -Failing to publish the quarterly report according to the procedure and conditions applicable in the alternative trading systems, -Failing to make public significant information, -Failing to publish the opinion on the audit of the financial statement according to the procedure and conditions applicable in the alternative trading Table 2 . As seen from the above report, information duty violations constitute the main type of infringement of the Alternative Trading System Rules. In the years 2009-2015, they corresponded to 100, 100, 100, 90, 92, 88 and 86 percent respectively of all contraventions, and 89 percent of violations in the entire analysed period.
The next step of the study involved verifying in which kind of reports the Alternative Trading System Rules were contravened. The basis for drawing any conclusions similarly to the previous step in the research was the list of sanctions imposed on by the Market Organiser (List of sanctions imposed by the ATS Organiser on NewConnect issuers linked to the noncompliance with ATS Rules, 2016) . The results of this analysis have been presented in Table 3 . It follows from the above list that the highest number of irregularities appears in periodic reports -in the entire analysed period, violations concerning these reports accounted for 90 percent of all the information duty contraventions.
5th International Conference on Accounting, Auditing, and Taxation (ICAAT 2016) Further on in the study, attempts were made to identify the most recurring specific types of irregularities in periodic and current reports. To this end, firstly the content of selected resolutions of the Exchange Management Board were analysed where the Market Organiser presents the grounds for the imposition of specific sanctions on relevant companies (Resolutions of the WSE Management Board, 2010; 2013; . Furthermore, information conveyed directly by the Alternative System Organiser during presentations, seminars and meetings with market participants was also used Góral, 2013; Góral, 2014; Skłodowska-Balcerek, 2010; Urbanowicz, 2010; Baranowicz, 2012; Rules Governing Current Reporting, 2012 ). An additional source of information was the opinions of capital market analysts and observers (Świerkowska, 2014; Świerkowska, 2014b; Białowąs, 2013a; Białowąs, 2013b) .
The analysis showed that the most frequent irregularities concerning current reports were:
-No report submitted; -Releasing a periodic report as a current report; -Exceeding the admissible publication deadlines; -Inconsistencies with the actual status (through the fault or through no fault of the Issuer); -Publication of reports on insignificant contracts; -Non-disclosure of important facts concerning significant contracts (failure to specify the financial terms, failure to provide the party to the agreement, absence of valid information from the point of view of the general terms and conditions of the agreement, failure to furnish information on the reasons for classifying a relevant agreement as significant); -No reference made to external information regarding the company; -No reference to sudden exchange rate changes; -No reference to the reservations of expert auditors; -No information available on the set issue price for new shares.
Whereas, in relation to quarterly reports, the most commonly repeated errors include:
-Late report publication; -Irregularities in conveying current and periodical information via the Electronic Information Base (e.g., incorrect designations of reports, missing or incorrect specification of whether or not a given report is a separate or consolidated report); -Incomplete content of the report in relation to the financial data (lack of required information, e.g., concerning depreciation and amortisation); -Gaps in non-financial data (no reference to previously published forecasts, perfunctory or obsolete commentary, lack of information on the capital group or reasons for failure to consolidate); -Clerical mistakes (discrepancies between subsequent quarterly reports and between quarterly figures and incremental year-to-date data presented); -Poor visual presentation of the report (e.g., inconsistent formatting, illegible attachments).
The most commonly recurring irregularities in annual reports include: -Late report publication; -Incomplete report (e.g., lacking selected data converted into euro, absence of any comments, missing report on the audit of the financial statements by the expert auditor, no notes to the financial statements); -Insufficient level of data comparability; -Illegible presentation of data; -No reference made to the application of corporate governance principles.
5th International Conference on Accounting, Auditing, and Taxation (ICAAT 2016)
Regulatory consequences of a breach of information duties
The last stage of the research involved finding the answer to the question of what regulatory consequences do companies most commonly expose themselves to in respect of the irregularities in making mandatory information available.
If the issuer fails to comply with the rules or regulations applicable in the alternative trading systems, the NewConnect Organiser has a catalogue of procedural penalties under the Alternative Trading System Rules (2016) at his disposal. He may -depending on the degree and scope of the occurring infringement or violation -reprimand the issuer and/or impose a fine on him amounting to up to PLN 50,000. If the issuer fails to undertake the punishment and continues to remain non-compliant with the provisions, they face the following consequences: -Fine (where this fine combined with earlier fine imposed on the issuer cannot exceed PLN 50,000); -Suspension of trading in the financial instruments of the issuer in the alternative trading system; -Delisting of the issuer's financial instruments from the alternative trading system.
The following table summarises the types of sanctions imposed on companies by the NewConnect Organiser for breaches of information obligations in 2009-2015. In the analysed period, the Exchange Management Board imposed a total 522 penalties for breaches of information obligations. As seen from the table above, the most commonly imposed penalties were suspension from trading in shares. Throughout the period considered, this penalty constituted 53% of all the penalties imposed for breach of information duties. The second and third most commonly imposed type of penalty was a warning or a pecuniary penalty, which came to 19% and 17%, respectively, of all the penalties.
Conclusions
Based on the conducted analysis, the following final conclusions can be made about the scope and principles of regulatory reporting by companies listed on NewConnect and the types of irregularities connected with the companies meeting information duties.
5th International Conference on Accounting, Auditing, and Taxation (ICAAT 2016) Firstly, companies listed on NewConnect are required to prepare current and periodic reports while the Alternative Trading System Rules set out in detail the minimum information requirements applicable to these reports as well as the manner and deadlines for their publication.
Secondly, irregularities in the field of reporting constitute the vast majority of contraventions of NewConnect Rules. Thirdly, the number of sanctions imposed by the Market Organiser on issuers in connection with non-compliance with information duties steadily increases.
Fourthly, among all the mandatory reports, companies listed on NewConnect experience most problems in filing periodic reports, amongst which the greatest number of irregularities were found in quarterly reports.
Fifthly, the reporting irregularities found concern both its substantive layer and its technical and organisational layer. Thus, not only are there cases where certain essential information is omitted from the reports but also the late publication of reports and some purely technical shortcomings (e.g., presentation of attachments in incorrect format or illegible -due to poor quality -data).
Finally, it should also be noted that companies listed on NewConnect have recently been faced with new challenges. As of 3 July 2016, issuers of securities listed on the alternative trading system are required to comply with the Market Abuse Regulation (Regulation No. 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on market abuse). Since this time, the publication of a part of the obligatory information takes place not pursuant to the Alternative Trading System Rules but directly on the basis of the relevant provisions of the aforementioned Regulation. Issuers are required to identify circumstances and events in terms of their compliance with the elements essential to the definition of inside information and to make them public in the manner foreseen under the Regulation. Unfortunately, based on preliminary information conveyed by the NewConnect Organiser, many irregularities in this scope have been found in the reports published by issuers after the entry into force of the new provisions. This matter will be examined by the author in further research.
